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copies sold daily

INDIA
Today 

690 + satellite channels 

the world’s largest 
print-media market

70 000+ newspapers 

100 million 80+ are news channels



Digital
MEDIA

254 million
Internet users in 2014

500 million
Internet users today

241 million 
Facebook users compared 
to the US’s 240 million

530 million
smartphone users in 2018

200 million
monthly whatsapp active 
users in India



Digital Consumers





Digital media platforms, such as FB, Twitter and 
WhatsApp, enablers of conversation, but issue 
of misinformation,Disinformation and Fake 
News  is a challenge

MISINFORMATION

DISINFORMATION FAKE NEW
S



Coronavirus Outbreak has 
generated tsunami of 
information. Its is 
important to sift fact from 
fiction



        DG, WHO

● We’re not just 
fighting an 
epidemic; 
we’re fighting 
an infodemic



 

https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/no
vel-coronavirus-2019/advice-for-public/myth-b

usters

   MYTHBUSTERS



















Press Information Bureau

Countering 
misinformation on 

Govt. 
policies/schemes. 
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Noida Students 
forge holiday notice, 
friends gather 
outside DM's office 
to say sorry



Velocity 
Creates 
Veracity



In April-May 2017, WhatsApp rumours of child snatchers abducting children were 
viral in a village in Jharkhand. It resulted in the lynching of 7 innocent people.  



● Polarisation
● It can mislead people on 

important issues
● It can harden attitudes and 

stereotypes about individuals 
or group

● In more extreme cases it can 
spark riots and make an 
incendiary situation worse

FALSE 
information 

leads to…



Polarization 

FALSE
information 
leads to…



It can mislead 
people on 
important 

issues

FALSE
information 
leads to…



It can harden 
attitudes and 

stereotypes about 
individuals or groups

FALSE
information 
leads to…



In more extreme 
cases it can spark 
riots and make an 

incendiary situation 
worse

FALSE
information 
leads to…



Democratization of the tools of the trade (publishing) has also diluted its value. Trust 
in mainstream media has been eroding.

Cheap data plans have enabled people in different parts of the country to come 
online for the first time. Many first-time Internet users lack media literacy on how to 
consume news and what to believe

Misinformation is thriving in regional languages away from the scrutiny of the 
English or Hindi mainstream media

Mainstream media has also fallen for misinformation on a number of occasions 

Why is this happening?



Mandarin, 
Pakistan’s 

Official 
Language



TRUTH 10in seconds



What can you do 
when you receive 
such video?



the video is NOT from India, but from South America



Actual story  

16-year old girl was 
beaten and set on fire by 
a lynch mob in Rio Bravo, 
Guatemala

https://goo.gl/g1fF3V 



Donald 
Trump 
and The Kid



one SIMPLE search on Google helps you find the Truth!



Published in 2017. 
This article was 
viral on social 
media - got 71K 
shares on FB.



GOOGLING

The Prince 
died in 2003



Types of Mis/Disinformation



MISINFORMATION ECOSYSTEM

Misinformation 
is information that is false, 

but the person who is 
disseminating it believes 

that it is true.

Disinformation 
is information that is false, 
and the person who is 
disseminating it knows it is 
false. It is a deliberate, 
intentional lie.

FAKE NEWS





SATIRE OR 
PARODY
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SATIRE OR 
PARODY



SATIRE OR 
PARODY

parody 
twitter 

accounts



IMPOSTER

photoshopped 
picture



IMPOSTER

different 
parties named



FALSE
CONTEXT

Indian Muslims 
celebrating India’s loss 

to Pakistan in the 
Champions Trophy match 

in 2017



FALSE
CONTEXT

Claimed,  she 
refused to wear 
the burqa (veil) 
and was set on 

fire by a mob! 
Will you believe it?



FABRICATED
CONTENT

???



FABRICATED
CONTENT

???



FABRICATED
CONTENT

fake quotes



MANIPULATED 
CONTENT



ORIGINAL
Picture



MANIPULATED 
CONTENT



MISLEADING 
CONTENT

Pakistan’s 
United Nations 
envoy Maleeha 
Lodhi made an 
embarrassing 

gaffe.



MISLEADING 
CONTENT

???





Google Confidential and Proprietary

How to verify 
PHOTO1



Using
Reverse Image Search

GOOGLE REVERSE IMAGE SEARCH



1. Use image files to perform 
search

2. Use the image url from 
online, or upload an image 
to search

Search By Image

GOOGLE REVERSE 
IMAGE RESEARCH

1

2



 ● You can tell if an image is 
old if it appeared earlier on 
the web

● You can tell in what 
context an image was 
used

● You still have to work out 
the source - Patient Zero

69



In 2017, an image claiming 
to show a young Dalai 
Lama and Mahatma Gandhi 
on the cover of LIFE 
magazine went viral over 
social media





Fake 
PM of India





ORIGINAL



1st PM of 
India with 
a troupe of 
dancers





ORIGINAL
Picture



One 
photograph, 
several 
claims







This is the 
ORIGINAL 
photograph 
taken at the 
G20 summit in 
Hamburg, 
Germany in 
2017



Rahul Gandhi



Mahatma Gandhi’s 
photo in the 
background. 

Original Picture







RevEye 
Reverse 
Image 
Search



Resources: Reverse Image Search

tineye.com



Tip: 

CROP PIC
Before reverse research 

It HELPS!





Using the cropped 
image on Google 
reverse image 
search gave 
multiple results of 
Gandhi and Nehru



ORIGINAL



Crop the pic.



A pic clicked 
by an American 
photographer during 
the 2014 Gaza war!



Tip: 

ADDING TIME FILTER
It is HELPFUL!



A viral post in 
Bengali floated on 
social media during 
the Basirhat riots in 
West Bengal in July 
2017



This post circulated in 
Hindi as well, according 
to which Hindu women 
were being molested 
and harassed by Muslim 
men in WB





added the 
time filter



The time filter entered for the 
search was ‘Before 5 Jul 2017’ 
since the original viral post in 
Bengali was uploaded on that date



Bhojpuri movie 
which was released 
in 2014



used to portray a 
false picture and 
exacerbate the 
communal situation 
in WB




